STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK AT NEW PALTZ
NEW PLAN OF STUDY FOR ADOLESCENT EDUCATION/SOCIAL STUDIES MAJORS
(43-46 CREDITS) 9/04

NAME  STUDENT NUMBER
PERMANENT ADDRESS
PHONE NUMBER  E-MAIL

NOTES: ALL MAJORS ARE REQUIRED TO MAINTAIN PORTFOLIOS OF THEIR HISTORY ESSAYS AND TO WRITE A 300-WORD 'EXIT ESSAY' AS A REQUIREMENT FOR GRADUATION. SEE YOUR ADVISOR FOR DETAILS. ONLY MARKS OF 'C-' OR ABOVE CAN COUNT FOR MAJOR COURSES. ALL MAJORS MUST TAKE, WITH THE APPROVAL OF ADVISOR, AT LEAST ONE COURSE 'PRE-1500' AND AT LEAST ONE COURSE 'POST-1500'.

1. EUROPE (10-11 credits) Term Grade Comments
   (three courses; at least one must be 200-level and one must be upper-division; at least one must be History)

2. UNITED STATES (10-11 credits) Term Grade Comments
   (three courses; at least one must be 200-level and one must be upper-division; at least one must be History)

3. AFRICA, AMERICAN INDIANS, ASIA (including Russia), LATIN AMERICA, MIDDLE EAST (10-11 credits) (three courses; at least one must be upper-division and at least one must be History)
   Term Grade Comments

4. GEOGRAPHY/ECONOMICS (9)
   48252 Economic Geography OR
   48274 Environment and Culture
   AND either one additional Geography course and one Economics course OR two Economics courses
   Term Grade Comments

5. POLITICAL SCIENCE (4)
   77216 American Government and Politics OR
   77227 International Politics OR
   77229 Introduction to Comparative Politics
   Term Grade Comments
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Student

Approved for Graduation